




Nothing New Under the Sun 
 

appy New Year! Victorian Times is now 1½  years old!  How time flies... And how confusing it can be, at 
times, to be struggling to remember to write “2016” on my checks whilst trying to recall whether the article 
I’m working on is from 1888 or 1879...  Sometimes I feel as if I have a foot in each century—and sometimes 

I find that it’s not always as easy to tell the centuries apart as one might expect. 
 This issue is a case in point.  Our lead articles this month (three of them!) deal with the Victorian problem of 
“food adulteration.”  Perhaps, however, it’s not quite accurate to refer to this as a “Victorian problem,” since food 
sellers were adding unwanted (and often poisonous) elements to their wares long before the 19th century.  The 
“Sale of Food and Drugs Act” of 1875 was certainly not the first attempt to legally combat adulteration—and it 
would not be the last. 
 Today, thankfully, we generally don’t have to worry about having sand added to our sugar, or tea made from 
the sweepings of the tea factory floor, pressed together and stamped into the shape of tea leaves.  We may worry 
about the health effects of sweets, but we aren’t concerned about being poisoned by their colorful wrappers. 
 But we still worry, and not without cause.  While there are, today, many regulations in place to protect 
consumers from “harmful” or “deleterious” additives to food, debate continues to rage as to exactly what is, or is 
not, harmful—and in what quantity.  How many insect parts per milligram of peanut butter constitute a health 
threat?  In 1997, a major grain producer was sued for spraying wheat with water to increase its weight and thereby 
raise the price.  And while the great “Chinese dog food scandal” peaked in 2007, investigators are still tracking 
cases of tainted pet foods from that country.   
 Public concerns about food additives fluctuate and drive both regulation and fashion.  I can recall the great 
public outcries against both MSG and calcium propionate (added to bread to “retard spoilage”).  In response to 
those outcries, most manufacturers ceased using those chemicals, but only out of deference to public opinion.  
When the public ceased to express concern, those chemicals crept back into many of the products we buy today. 
 “Economic adulteration” was one of the most common Victorian scams, and generally involved adding a 
quantity of some cheaper material to a product so as to increase the profit.  For example, inexpensive apple jelly 
was often added to other, more expensive varieties of jams and jellies (such as strawberry).  More dangerously, 
manufacturers might make jam almost entirely out of apple or some other fruit and add wooden “seeds” to make it 
look like strawberry. Today, economic adulteration is still considered illegal—as long as it is hidden.  However, a 
manufacturer can often “get away with it” simply by listing the cheaper material on the label, because as long as 
it’s neither “deleterious” nor “deceptive,” it’s frequently legal.  Hence, in many grocery stores, it is literally 
impossible to purchase fresh pork that hasn’t been “adulterated” with as much as 15% of saline solution—which 
means that when one pays $7.50 for a pound of pork roast, one is paying $1.13 just for water.  Turkeys today may 
contain anywhere from 15% to 40% saline solution—which means as much as 40 cents on every Thanksgiving 
dollar literally (and legally) goes down the drain.   
 Victorian-style adulteration issues persist in other countries as well.  Just do a search on “adulteration of tea” 
and you’ll find a host of articles, photos and videos from India explaining how to detect color adulteration in that 
beloved beverage.  
 So perhaps there really is “nothing new under the sun!”  (The article on “Wealth from Rubbish” reminds us 
that “recycling” isn’t exactly a new thing either!)  But in a way that’s what makes the study of other times so 
interesting.  In school, history is all too often reduced to a handful of dates and “important people.”  In reality, as 
we dig deeper into the lives of our ancestors, we start to discover that those lives weren’t so terribly different from 
our own, even if our ancestors did wear strange clothes and talked funny.  In every era, people are people—
including the people who don’t mind putting sand in your sugar if it means putting money in their pockets, and the 
people who take a stand against them. What we can learn from this sort of history is that in any era, people can 
make a difference—we don’t have to put up with apple jelly spiked with wooden strawberry seeds!  
   
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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